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TRACE CLASS PERTURBATIONS OF ISOMETRIES

AND UNITARY DILATIONS

RICHARD W. CAREY

ABSTRACT.   Let U and V be isometries acting on a Hubert space.

If  U — V belongs to the trace class we show that the absolutely con-

tinuous parts of the corresponding minimal unitary dilations are uni-

tarily equivalent.

Introduction.  With X and Y complex Hilbert spaces let %{X, Y) denote

the collection of bounded linear operators from X to Y; the symbol J(X)

will represent the trace class elements in 3{X, X).   If A is a (not neces-

sarily bounded) selfadjoint operator in X with the spectral representation

A = ArXdE^ and x £ X, then MX(A) = ||E(A)x||    is a nonnegative, completely

additive measure defined for Borel sets A.   If this measure is absolutely

continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, we say that x is absolutely

continuous with respect to A.   The collection X(A)ac   of all vectors x for

which the measure   fi i') is absolutely continuous is a closed subspace

which reduces A U], and the restriction of A to this space, A    , is called

the absolutely continuous part of A.   A similar definition applies to a uni-

tary operator A.

1.  An important result on the perturbation of continuous spectra was

given by Rosenblum [l] and Kato [2] and later generalized by Kuroda [3].

This theorem asserts that if {A, B\  is a pair of selfadjoint operators in a

Hilbert space X such that (A — z)~    — (B — z)~    £ J (X) for some z with

Im z f 0, then A      is unitarily equivalent to ß    .By taking Cayley trans-

forms this may be rephrased in terms of unitary operators, i.e., if U and V

ace unitary operators for which   U - V £ J (X), then   U     and V      ace unitarily

equivalent.   The object of this note is to prove an extension of this fact for

pairs of isometries.   Precisely, we prove the following:

Theorem.   Let U and V be isometries in X with minimal unitary dilations
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V' and V', respectively.   If  V - V £ 7(X), then  V'    and v'    are unitarily

equivalent.

Proof. Since   V - V £ J (X), it is certainly compact; thus it suffices to

consider the case of a separable space X.   Again, since   V — V is compact,

a property from index theory [5] says that index((7) =  index(V).    But

index (/) = — dimension J\(/)    (ÍK(/) = range   /), for any isometry / on X; hence

dimension J\(V)   = dimension ÂÇV)1, (the symbol 1 denotes orthogonal com-

plement).   Let o. equal this common value.   If a is infinite, then both   V    and

V have spectral multiplicity uniformly N over the entire unit circle [6,

Theorem 1, p. 271] and therefore   V'    is unitarily equivalent to V    .It

remains to consider the case when ais a finite number.

Our strategy consists in extending V and V to minimal unitary dilations

V and V   on the same dilation space X   in such a manner that  V   — V   £

J(X').   The assertion of the Theorem will then follow by invoking the result

of Rosenblum-Kato-Kuroda for the pair \V', V'\.

The construction uses the Wold decomposition [6, Theorem 1.1, p. 3]:

Let

(1) v^sa(»vu,

(2) v =*s © v
a u

(= denotes unitary equivalence) be Wold decompositions for V and V so that

S    is a unilateral shift of multiplicity a, and  I V  , V  ! are unitary operators

not necessarily acting on the same space.   Let h denote the L space with

dimension 00.    Without loss of generality we may assume that our original

space X decomposes into an orthogonal sum Xa © X  (V) such that Xa is the

Hubert space whose elements are vector functions  rf = (¿;0» Ç, > Ç2 > * " •) with

¿fn £ h, Ufll2 = 2"=JU 2 < °°-   The operator 5aacts on Xa by f¿f-

(V VV*'); ^ °» ^77 = ^n-\,n- 1' and   ^a °P«ates in Xu((7).   [More-

over, with  V     operating in the space X  (V), the decomposition (2) implies

the existence of an isometric map cf> of Y = X   © X  (V) onto X such that V =

cp(Sa <BV)cf>, where  cf>   £ $(X, Y) is the adjoint map.   Let us define dila-

tion spaces by setting

X' = X    ©' X= X   ©'X   © X (V),
a. a a «        '

y' = x  ©' y = x  ®'x   © x (v)
a a a u

where  X    is the Hilbert space whose elements are the vectors  £ =

<---»0^2»Ci>wkh £„e *• n^ii2=2r=i ii^-ji2 < °°'and ©' den°tes

orthogonal direct sum.   A minimal unitary dilation of V is then given by the
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operator  U' £ $(X', X') defined as follows [6, Chapter 1, §2]:  If

set

l/V = <..., f_4, cf_3, e_2) ©' (¿„p £0, É> •••) © l/„V

Further, we construct a minimal unitary dilation V   of V by setting V   =

<p'M'4>'* where /Vl'e $(Y', y'); 0'eS(y', X ' ), çS '* e ®(X ', Y' ) are defined

by

A*V =<••■, e_4. ?_3. ?.2> ©'  <¿ p £„• fP -'•> ® V«>

for

y'-<••'• ¿L3. £_2> f_i> ©' <^o' fp £• ■*•> ® yu

and c/>     is the adjoint of 0  .

We shall now prove that   U' — V' £ T(X').   For convenience we introduce

the following operators: With

x' = £<*> ©' $™ ©x e X';       £C1) -(•'.., t_y £_2, £  j) e X ,

put

Px   = f © X 6   X,

P_1x' = 0 ©' <£_j, 0, 0, ...) © 0 e X',

ß   /»O©'^       0,0,. -.)©0 e Y'-i -i

so that Pel(X', X), P_j eS(X',X')and!3_1 e $(X', Y').   Note that P

is a projection, whereas   P_\ and 2        are shifts followed by projections of

rank a; in particular, P      e i(X').   We also introduce the injection operator

of X into X'by setting Ix = 0 ©'x e X'so f € S(X, X').

With these definitions we shall calculate that

[/'_ V' = P_1 + it 17- V)P-0'*e_p

Choose x   = if      © rf      © x as above.   We then have

([/' - VV = l/V - V.V = U'x' - cp'M'ch'*x'

= r?(1)©'r/(2) ©U x-0'M'[cf(1) ©' 0*(¿f<2> © *)]

where

?("-<—.í_4.£-3,£..2>.        ^,-<^.1,^o'f !'•">•
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Observe that

77(1) ©'77(2) © Vux = fl) ®'7(1) ©0 + 0 ©' V(£(2) ©x)

where 7(1)  =(cf_j , 0, 0,---).   Also,

rh'M'[Í(l)®' cf>*(¿:(2) ® x)] = ch'[fl) ©'0 ©0 + 0 ®'r(1) ©0]

+ ct>'M'[0 ©'<zS*(<f(2) (Bx)].

cb'(fl) ©' 0 ©0) = 77(1) ©' 0 ©0 £ X',

<f>'(0 ©' 7(1) © 0) = 0 ©' <7j(r(1) © 0)  £ X',

ch'M'[0 ©'<t5*(£(2)©*)] = 0 ©' K£(2) ©*) £ X'.

(V' - V')x' = P_ / + l(V- V)Px' - cp'Q_ /

and therefore

l/'_ y' = P    , + 1(V- V)P-cp'Q    .— i - i

as operators on X .   By what has been noted above, P   . and ^ Q_    €

3"(X'); since   (7 - V £ J(X) by hypothesis, it follows that 1(V - V)P £ 3"(X').

We may therefore conclude that   (7 ' - V ' £ S (X ').   The result of Rosenblum-

Kato-Kuroda mentioned previously now allows us to assert that   V      is uni-

tarily equivalent to  V    .   This completes the proof.

Thus,

Corollary 1.   Let V and V be isometries on X with the Wold decomposi-

tions   V =t S    ®V   and V ^ S    ®V .   If V - V £ ^(X) and a is a finite
au au' '

number, then  V       und V        are unitarily equivalent.
' wac tí ac J

Proof. From the Theorem it follows that the dilations V , V have

unitarily equivalent absolutely continuous parts. // B is the bilateral

shift of multiplicity a, then

V'    = (B„ © V )      =t Bn © Vac a tí   ac a uac

and

V'     =%(B    © V )      S B„  © V     .
ac a 72   ac a u&c

Since a. is finite we deduce that   V       = V
uac uac

Does the conclusion of this corollary remain valid without assuming

that a is finite?   We do not know the answer to this question.   However, we

can prove the following result.
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Proposition.   Let U and V be isometries on X such that U - V has

finite rank.   Then   U       and V        are unitarily equivalent.
1 uac fac y      l

Proof.   Let   U — V have the Schmidt series   2     , <h    ® if    where d =
n=l ^n        T n

dimension %{U - V) is finite.   Let DTI denote the smallest (closed) subspace

of X which is invariant for U and contains the vectors  <f>., ch-, • • •, <f) ,.

Then 511 is also invariant for V.   Hence, DTt    is invariant for U   and V  .

Moreover, the restriction operators on M    induced by U   and V   ace equal.

It then follows that their unitary parts, if any, are also equal.   Hence, U

and V have the same unitary parts on M  .   On the other hand, the operators

U acid V restricted to M. have index > - d and so by Corollary 1 we may con-

clude that their unitary parts have the same absolutely continuous pieces.

Now, by the Wold decomposition it is clear that a vector x belongs to the

unitary part of an isometry / provided  ||/ "x|| =   ||x||   (« = 1, 2, • • • )•   Suppose

y is such a vector for V which is orthogonal to the subspaces of M and M

on which U is unitary.   Set y = y^.©y ± with y^ £ m and y      £M  .   By

virtue of the Wold decomposition it follows that   \\U *y«J| —' 0 and

11^ "v   i II —* 0.   Hence, y = 0.   This concludes the proof.
5»

Various authors [7], [8] have shown that if S is the simple unilateral

shift and U is any unitary operator, then there exists a compact operator K

such that S + K is unitarily equivalent to S © U.   On the other hand the

present author and J. Pincus [9] have recently shown that if U is any unitary

operator with purely singular spectra, then there exists a trace class opera-

tor K such that S + K is unitarily equivalent to S © U.
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